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For more than 30 years, Spring-Fill’s Crinkle CutTM Shred 
has protected hundreds of millions of products shipping 
all over the world.  Our new Monster Crinkle expands 
on this history of performance, now offering drop-
protection for larger and heavier items, as well as thermal 
protection for temperature sensitive products, while 
maintaining recyclability and sustainability.

The super-wide, interlocking, zig-zag design holds items 
in place and the spring shape absorbs impacts, keeping 
items safe in-transit.  Monster Crinkle has gone through 
extensive drop-testing by an ISTA Certified packaging lab 
that showed the product’s ability to keep fragile payloads 
from breaking, even after repeated drops from varying 
heights.  

If you are looking for a protective AND sustainable void 
fill, look no further than Monster CrinkleTM.

Monster Crinkle™

When you need big protection, use Monster 
CrinkleTM.  Our super-wide, triple-ply, Crinkle 
pieces provide maximum protection for 
commercial, industrial and thermal packaging 
uses.

• Offers the same drop protection as packing peanuts

• Great insulating value, unaffected by temperature

• Expands when dispensed to help hold product in place

• Our 10.25 ft.3 carton will fill up to 22.5 ft.3 of void space

• Easy to ship cartons take up less space in your warehouse

Features
• Monster Crinkle is re-usable, recyclable and 

compostable

• Can be produced in white or custom colors

• More than 2X more effective at maintaining safe 
frozen temperatures compared to EPS foam

• Can be used with our Spring-FillerTM Dispenser

Monster Crinkle also offers exceptional thermal 
protection when used for shipping temperature sensitive 
foods and products.  

As tested by an ISTA-Certified packaging lab, Monster 
Crinkle is 2 times more effective at maintaining safe cold 
temperatures compared to EPS foam carton inserts.  The 
loose-fill product can be used with any size carton - not 
limited to certain sizes like convetional carton liners.

Monster Crinkle fills the voids that other products don’t 
address, providing better insulative value by keeping the 
cold in and heat out.

INTRODUCING



Colors

Everyday 
Collection

Navy Blue

Purple

Yellow

Chocolate

Fiesta Blend

Green

Burgundy

Cognac

Fuchsia

Royal Blue

Mint Green

Olive

Light Blue

Orange

Slate Gray

Lavender

CanaryOrchid

Light Pink

Teal

Sky Blue

Kraft White Black Ivory

Lime Green Red

French 
Vanilla

Forest 
Green

Candy Cane
Christmas 
Blend

Available Fill Styles
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Crinkle Cut™ Triple-Ply Premium Layered Blends

Very Fine™ Shred Pure Metallics

Monster Crinkle™ Radiance Collection



Colors

Camouflage

Radiance 
Light Blue

Radiance 
Lavender

Silver Blend 
Red

Trick or 
Treat

Spring BlendPlum

Radiance 
Light Pink

Silver Blend 
White

Championship 
Blend Baby Blend

Easter Blend Poinsettia

Silver Blend 
Black

Gold Blend 
White

Down To 
Earth Green Tea

Christmas 
BellsMistletoe

Halloween 
Blend

Radiance 
Canary

Radiance 
Mint Green

Radiance 
Light Green

Radiance 
White

Custom 
Colors & 
Blends

Premium 
Layered 
Blends

Pure Metallics

Radiance 
Collection

Pure Metallic 
Gold

Pure Metallic 
Silver

Gold Blend 
Black

Gold Blend 
Red

Available Fill Styles

Crinkle Cut™ Triple-Ply

Premium Layered Blends

Very Fine™ Shred

Pure Metallics

Monster Crinkle™

Radiance Collection
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Fill Styles

Crinkle Cut™ Triple-Ply

Monster Crinkle™

Pure Metallics

Very Fine™ Shred

Premium Layered Blends

Radiance Collection

Our triple-ply, trademarked design allows for endless creative 
combinations to highlight your packing vision while always providing 

the best shipping security and protection.

When you need big protection, use Monster Crinkle™. Our super-wide, 
triple-ply Crinkle provides maximum protection for industrial and 

commercial packaging. A perfect thermal void fill, it surpasses the 
performance of EPS foam, bubble and PET blanket carton inserts, 

as tested by an ISTA certified lab! This 100% recyclable product is a 
sustainable option to bubble wrap and Styrofam peanuts.

Our revolutionary Pure Metallics uses PET, which is recyclable, and our 
trademarked manufacturing process includes a layer of 50-pound basis 

weight paper to ensure a crisp crimp that holds its shape—outperforming 
similar products in quality, protection, and enhancement.

This 1/20″ straight, decorative fill easily fits small crevices and 
creative displays and is available in all in-stock colors and blends.

A colorful, metallic strand of PET adds sparkle between two already-vivid 
outer layers of our sustainable triple-ply fill. Available by adding Gold and 

Silver to certain items in our Everyday Collection or by layering a strand of 
Red, Royal Blue, Green, Rose Gold, or Fuchsia to a custom creation.

An iridescence layer is affixed to our recycled content paper via 
lamination in a trademarked manufacturing process to produce a 
first-of-its-kind four-ply crinkle that lends a warm glistening glow 

to the pastel palette of color options. And all with our Crinkle’s same 
security and protection.


